Cellular events associated with lung branching morphogenesis including the deposition of collagen type IV.
In this study mouse lung development was examined using an in vitro model system. The culture system permitted examination of a morphogenic process that eventually led to the formation of presumptive alveoli (terminal sacs). The observations included changes in epithelial cell morphology (transition from a columnar to a spindle shape), and evidence for motile activity on the part of primitive airway epithelial cells. The importance of Type IV collagen to the cellular events associated with branching morphogenesis was investigated by immunolocalization. In addition, we assessed the similarity of normal lung development to in vitro development by comparing cultured lungs with equivalent stages of embryonic and fetal mouse lungs. The results show that cultured embryonic lung explants proceed along a morphogenic pathway that parallels normal lung development; that primitive pulmonary epithelial cells engage in motile activity and transiently acquire an extended cell shape both in vitro and in vivo; that, as suggested by others, the pattern of late branching morphogenesis is not dichotomous, but irregular; and that short wisplike fibers of Type IV collagen are present in developing embryonic and fetal lung mesenchyme. Taken together, the results show that early and late lung branching patterns differ significantly, and suggest that later stages of lung branching involve distinct epithelial cell shape transitions. The immunofluorescence data suggest that fibrous Type IV collagen may be the extracellular matrix scaffold within which early epithelial cells accomplish lung branching morphogenesis.